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For Miles
Thrice

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                         FOR MILES (Acoustic) - Thrice
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: Le_Bunny
Tuning: Standard

Hi and thanks for viewing my tab.

I ve had a crack at making an acoustic version of this song, and though 
Thrice usually has non-standard tuning I can never be bothered to change it.
To me it sounds pretty good, let me know what you think or if you have any 
tips because I am very inexperienced at tabbing by ear.

N.B. I like to use alternate versions of E and B at certain parts marked 
with an asterisk (*). These are E: x76450 and B: 799877.

  Am        C             F              Dm             Dm        B
I know one day, all our scars will disappear, like the stars at dawn
                 C               Am                B
and all of our pain, will fade away when morning comes
  Am          C               F                 Dm             Dm       B
and on that day when we look backwards we will see, that everything is changed
                 C                  F               E*
and all of our trials, will be as milestones on the way

Am                                                   C               E*
and as long as we live, every scar is a bridge to someone s broken heart
Am                                                                  E~
and there s no greater love, than that one shed his blood for his friends

G#                       B*                                         E
on that day all of the scales will swing to set all the wrongs to right
             Am                    C                  B
all of our tears, and all of our fears will take to flight
G#                          B*                E                              Dm
but until then all of our scars will still remain, but we ve learned that if we
ll
           Am                        C                   E
open the wounds and share them then soon they start to heal

Am                                                  C                E
and as long as we live, every scar is a bridge to someone s broken heart
Am                                                                  E~
and there s no greater love, than that one shed his blood for his friends



   Am                         G#
e|--t5p0-t1p0---------|    e|--t4p0--------------|
B|------------t3p0----|    B|-------t1p0---------|
G|--------------------|    G|------------t4------|
D|--------------------| x4 D|--------------------| x4  rpt
A|--------------------|    A|--------------------|
E|--------------------|    E|--------------------|

To end, you may wish to slow down (ritardando) and strum and sustain an Am
chord.

-LB.


